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Abstract17

This study presents simulations of the coupled space environment during a geomagnetic18

storm that separates the different sources of near-Earth plasma. These simulations include19

separate fluids for solar wind and ionospheric protons, ionospheric oxygen, and the plas-20

masphere. Additionally, they include the effects of both a hot ring current population and21

a cold plasmaspheric population simultaneously for a geomagnetic storm. The modeled22

ring current population represents the solution of bounce-averaged kinetic solution; the23

core plasmaspheric model assumes a fixed temperature of 1eV and constant pressure along24

the field line. We find that during the storm, ionospheric protons can be a major contrib-25

utor to the plasmasheet and ring current, and that ionospheric plasma can largely displace26

solar wind protons in much of the magnetosphere under certain conditions. Indeed, the27

ionospheric source of plasma cannot be ignored. Significant hemispheric asymmetry is28

found between the outflow calculated in the summer and winter hemispheres, consistent29

with past observations. That asymmetric outflow is found to lead to asymmetric filling of30

the lobes, with the northern (summer) lobe receiving more outflow that has a higher pro-31

portion of O+ and the southern (winter) lobe receiving less outflow with a higher propor-32

tion of H+. We moreover find that the inclusion of the plasmasphere can have a system-33

wide impact. Specifically, when the plasmasphere drainage plume reaches the magne-34

topause, it can reduce the reconnection rate, suppress ionospheric outflow and change its35

composition, change the composition in the magnetosphere, and reduce the ring current36

intensity.37

1 Introduction38

Throughout much of the early space age, it was generally accepted that the solar39

wind was the source of most of the magnetospheric plasma, with the exception of the40

plasmasphere which had a composition and temperature matching the underlying iono-41

sphere. That assumption began to change in the early 1970s, first with the discovery of42

the H+ polar wind by the Explorer 31 and ISIS 2 satellites [Brinton et al., 1971; Hoffman,43

1970; Hoffman et al., 1974], and then with the observation of energetic O+ raining down44

out of the magnetosphere [Shelley et al., 1972]. These latter observations were particularly45

compelling as the ionosphere is the only source of O+, and its presence therefore consti-46

tutes unambiguous proof of the ionospheric supply of plasma to the magnetosphere. It has47

since been argued that plasma of ionospheric origin is pervasive throughout geospace, and48

may at times be the dominant source of plasma in the magnetosphere [Lennartsson et al.,49

1981; Chappell et al., 1987]. Since these discoveries, the origin of near-Earth plasma and50

the relative importance of the solar wind and ionosphere to its supply has been an area of51

fundamental importance and keen scientific interest.52

In the study of ionospheric outflow there is often a disproportionate focus on heavy53

O+ ions as opposed to the lighter protons. The emphasis on O+ is understandable as it is54

clear evidence of ionospheric outflow, but it can give the mistaken impression that protons55

in the magnetosphere are primarily from the solar wind. While it is true that solar wind56

protons enter the magnetosphere via reconnection and interaction on the flanks, they are57

also constantly flowing out of the high latitude ionosphere via the polar wind and filling58

the lobes [e.g., Axford, 1968]. Indeed, Seki et al. [2003] postulated, and recent observa-59

tions from the Cluster satellites demonstrate, that there is a significant cold population of60

ionospheric plasma in the magnetosphere [Engwall et al., 2009; Andre and Cully, 2012].61

This initially cold population does not necessarily remain cold and may gain significant62

energy in the magnetosphere and contribute significantly to the magnetospheric proton63

population. This fact was demonstrated by Huddleston et al. [2005] by combining ob-64

served polar wind H+ from the Polar satellite with simulated particle tracing in empirical65

magnetic fields. They showed that a polar wind proton starting at less than 1 eV was able66

to gain multiple keV of energy by the time it reached the plasmasheet and ring current.67
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Further complicating this picture is that it is impossible to determine the origin of68

any particular proton observed in the magnetosphere. However, it is possible to gain some69

understanding of the origin of magnetospheric protons in the aggregate using observa-70

tions. One technique involves comparing the ratio of protons to other minor ions in the71

solar wind, and assuming that similar ratios hold for solar wind protons that make it into72

the magnetosphere. Using this approach, Gloeckler and Hamilton [1987] estimate that as73

much as 65% of the proton population in the magnetosphere during geomagnetic storms74

is of ionospheric origin. Additional estimations of the fraction of geogenic plasma in the75

plasmasheet are discussed by Peterson [2002]. One of the studies discussed, from Shelley76

et al. [1986] and Shelley [1986], estimates that under 10% of plasma in the plasmasheet77

originates in the ionosphere during quiet times, but that fraction rises to more than 50%78

during active times which is consistent with the estimate of Gloeckler and Hamilton [1987].79

A number of assumptions go into this estimate, but of particular relevance to the present80

discussion is that they separate the ionospheric and solar wind protons by combining the81

empirical ratio of escaping H+ and O+ with the oxygen ion density in the plasmasheet.82

Aside from observations, global models have proven to be a valuable tool in the83

study of the origin of near-Earth plasma. These models can be loosely broken down into84

two categories. The first category, involves models that track large numbers of test parti-85

cles, launched from the ionosphere, through either empirical or single fluid magnetohydro-86

dynamics (MHD) fields [e.g., Peroomian et al., 2007; Moore et al., 2005]. This approach87

does not allow particles and fields to evolve self-consistently, but has advantage of includ-88

ing kinetic effects or non-Maxwellian particle distributions. The second category, involves89

using a fluid approach to track each source of plasma separately, which has the advantage90

of allowing the plasma and the fields to evolve in a consistent manner. This technique can91

use multiple continuity equations and a single momentum equation [Glocer et al., 2009;92

Welling et al., 2011], or can involve multiple continuity, momentum, and energy equations93

in a true multi-fluid MHD magnetosphere model [e.g., Winglee et al., 2002; Glocer et al.,94

2009; Wiltberger et al., 2010].95

While these previous approaches have advanced our knowledge of the effect of iono-96

spheric plasma on the magnetosphere, they all suffer from significant shortcomings. Ide-97

ally, a global model with an ionospheric source of plasma would include a separate solar98

wind and polar wind proton population, a self-consistent ring current, and separate outflow99

representations for each hemisphere. While some models in the literature include some100

subset of these features, no model includes them all. Moreover, while there are global101

magnetosphere models that include a cold dense plasmasphere population [e.g., Zhang102

et al., 2016; Ouellette et al., 2016], or a ring current population [e.g., De Zeeuw et al.,103

2004; Glocer et al., 2013], there is not yet a published model that includes both of these104

hot and cold populations simultaneously. This is a particularly troublesome problem as105

the plasmasphere population carries much of the mass density in the inner magnetosphere,106

whereas the ring current carries much of the energy density in the magnetosphere. Choos-107

ing to only represent one population or the other means that significant physical effects108

may go uncaptured.109

In this paper we advance the current state-of-the-art by introducing new modeling110

capabilities to address many of the shortcomings described above. The model presented111

here builds on the recent work to separately track ionospheric and solar wind plasma112

while simultaneously including hemispheric asymmetry in the outflow which is critical113

to capturing seasonal effects. The model also includes a multi-component hot ring current114

and cold plasmaspheric population in the global magnetosphere. We describe these ad-115

vances in Section 2, and apply the model to a particular geomagnetic storm in Sections 3116

and 4. Discussion of the results is given in Section 5.117
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2 Modeling Approach for Separating the Sources of Magnetospheric Plasma118

The starting point for the modeling approach described in this paper is the configu-119

ration described by [Glocer et al., 2018]. In that study, a multi-fluid MHD code (BATS-120

R-US) was combined with a fluid-kinetic outflow model (PWOM), and a bounce aver-121

aged kinetic ring current model (CIMI). These models are coupled together via the Space122

Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF), exchanging information at a frequent cadence123

[Tóth et al., 2012]. This setup allows for a first principles representation of outflow, and124

the ability to track different plasma populations through the magnetosphere and into the125

ring current. We build on this set up by adding three new key features. First, the proton126

population is separated into solar wind and polar wind protons. Second, a separate plas-127

masphere fluid is included to enable the hot ring current and cold plasmasphere to both be128

represented in the inner magnetosphere. Finally, separate outflow solutions for the north-129

ern and southern hemispheres are included to allow for the study of hemispheric asym-130

metry of outflow on the magnetosphere. In the following subsections we provide a brief131

summary of each of the models used in the present study.132

2.1 The Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM)133

The Polar Wind Outflow Model (PWOM) [Glocer et al., 2007, 2009] represents the134

high-latitude ionospheric source of plasma in this study. It provides a first principles cal-135

culation of ionospheric outflow, determining the solution of ionospheric H+, O+, He+ and136

electrons in the transition region between the magnetosphere and ionosphere. The lower137

bound of the PWOM is located in the ionosphere below the F2 peak (altitude = 200 km),138

while the upper boundary is in the magnetosphere at a few Earth radii. The complete139

three dimensional solution is obtained by multiple field aligned solutions along field lines140

convecting through the polar cap. Recently, the model has been expanded to include a141

number of new features. These include the effect of superthermal electrons [Glocer et al.,142

2012, 2017], as well as a transition to kinetic ions at high altitudes using a hybrid Macro-143

scopic Particle-In-Cell (Mac-PIC) technique [Glocer et al., 2018].144

Superthermal electrons are critical to the modeling ionospheric outflow and were145

first added to PWOM by Glocer et al. [2012] with results found to be in excellent agree-146

ment with observations. Since that time a fully kinetic treatment of superthermal elec-147

trons has been added [Glocer et al., 2017], as well as a two-stream representation [Glo-148

cer et al., 2018] based on an adapted implementation of the GLOW code [Solomon et al.,149

1988; Solomon, 2017]. In the present study we use the latter representation as an accept-150

able compromise between computational speed and including the appropriate physics.151

The other recently added feature in PWOM used in this study is the inclusion of152

a kinetic treatment of ions [Glocer et al., 2018]. Above the ion exobase located at about153

2000km [Lemaire and Scherer, 1970], the validity of the hydrodynamic approach becomes154

increasingly suspect as there are few collisions to regularize the distribution function.155

Moreover, wave-particle interactions such as ion cyclotron heating, generate ion conics and156

other outflow distributions that are far from Maxwellian. PWOM can now treat these non-157

classical effects on the global outflow solution using a combined fluid-kinetic approach.158

Below 1000km, PWOM uses its original hydrodynamic approach to solve the gyrotropic159

transport equations for ions. Above 1000km, PWOM uses a hybrid PIC approach with160

Monte Carlo collisions to obtain a kinetic solution by following guiding center macro-161

particles for each ion species.162

In our simulations where PWOM is coupled to the magnetosphere, we include both163

electron precipitation and wave-particle interactions. The electron precipitation in this164

simulation is based on the magnetospheric currents coming into the ionosphere and set165

according to empirical relationship described by Ridley et al. [2004]. The mean energy166

and energy flux of the precipitation is used to set the electron spectrum at the top of each167

PWOM field line and in particular sets the upper boundary of each instance of the GLOW168
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code associated with each field line. The associated superthermal electron transport, pro-169

duction, and energy deposition is thus included throughout the high latitude region as de-170

scribed in our previous studies [Glocer et al., 2017, 2018]. For wave-particle interaction,171

we use the empirical heating terms provided by Barakat and Schunk [2001] in their equa-172

tions 3 and 4 for both H+ and O+. As done in Glocer et al. [2018], we define a threshold173

of 1 erg/cm2/s to determine where to use wave-particle interaction terms appropriate to the174

cusp and aurora.175

Beyond these recent advances, in this study we now account for separate outflow176

solutions in each hemisphere. Here we improved on an existing feature of PWOM that177

has not been often used. We know from observations that the outflow strength and com-178

position have significant seasonal dependence [Lennartsson et al., 2004]. However, our179

past modeling studies have only simulated outflow in the northern hemisphere and then180

assumed the same outflow for the southern hemisphere. By including a separate outflow181

calculation for each hemisphere, we are now able to study the the role of asymmetric out-182

flow on the magnetosphere.183

2.2 Multi-Fluid BATS-R-US184

The Block-Adaptive-Tree Solar-wind Roe-type Upwind Scheme, or BATS-R-US,185

code is used to represent the magnetosphere in this paper. BATS-R-US is a truly multi-186

physics code capable of solving different equation sets in the magnetosphere including,187

MHD, Hall MHD [Tóth et al., 2008], and anisotropic MHD [Meng et al., 2012]. Of partic-188

ular relevance to this study is the ability to solve the multi-fluid MHD equations given by189

[Glocer et al., 2009]:190

∂ρs
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρsus) = Sρs (1)

∂ρsus

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρsusus + Ips) = nsqs (us − u+) × B +

nsqs
nee
(J × B − ∇pe) + Sρsus (2)

∂ps
∂t
+ ∇ · (psus) = − (γs − 1) ps∇ · us + Sps (3)

∂B
∂t
− ∇ × (u+ × B) = 0 (4)

∂pe
∂t
+ ∇ · (peue) = − (γe − 1) pe∇ · ue + Spe (5)

where γs adiabatic index for ion, and γe is the adiabatic index for electrons. The s and191

e subscripts represent the ion or electron fluids respectively. Other variables include the192

ion (qs) and electron (e) charge densities, the number density (n), mass density (ρ), veloc-193

ity (u), pressure (p), current density (J), magnetic field (B), and source terms (S) whose194

subscript indicates the type. u+ represents the charge averaged ion velocity defined by the195

following:196

u+ =
∑

s nsqsus

ene
(6)

Where ne is the total electron number density set equal to the sum of the ion number den-197

sity due to quasineutrality. In these simulations we set the electron velocity ue = u+, so198

the Hall effect is neglected. Note that source term (Sρs ) representing mass exchange as199

a result of chemical processes are included here for completeness, but are set to zero for200

this study. On the other hand, a momentum source term (Sρsus ) is included to limit the201

velocity difference parellel to the magnetic field line and represent the effect of stream-202

ing instabilities. This term is described by [Glocer et al., 2009] and takes the form of an203

artificial friction term given by:204
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S f riction
ρus

=
1
τc

∑
q,s

min(ρs, ρq)(uq − us)

(
|us − uq |

uc

)αc

(7)

where q indexes all the other fluids, τc is the cut-off time scale, uc is the cut-off velocity205

and αc is the cut-off exponent. We choose to limit the relative ion velocites parallel to the206

magentic field to the local Alfven speed as done in [Opher et al., 2020].207

In this paper we advance the multi-fluid treatment presented in [Glocer et al., 2009]208

in two straight forward but important ways. First, we expand the number of fluids consid-209

ered to allow for the inclusion of separate H+ fluids from the high latitude ionosphere (po-210

lar wind) and solar wind as well as a separate plasmasphere fluid. This is an improvement211

over the treatment in [Glocer et al., 2009] which only had two ion fluids (H+ and O+). It212

also builds on the recent work showing the advantages of separating the solar wind and213

ionospheric H+ populations. Second, we expanded the coupling between BATS-R-US and214

CIMI, and BAT-R-US and PWOM, to take advantage of these additional fluids.215

2.3 Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere Ionosphere (CIMI) Model216

To model the ring current we will be using the Comprehensive Inner Magnetosphere-217

Ionosphere (CIMI) model [Fok et al., 2014]. The CIMI model is a kinetic model that com-218

bines the Comprehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) [Fok et al., 2001] and the Radia-219

tion Belt Environment (RBE) model [Fok et al., 2011] to obtain energetic ion (0.1 keV -220

400 keV) and electron (1 keV - 4 MeV) distributions, plasmaspheric densities. In the ver-221

sion of CIMI coupled with the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) we are solv-222

ing the bounce-averaged Boltzmann equation for the distribution functions of ring current-223

radiation belt particles given as follows:224

∂ fs
∂t
+ 〈 Ûλi〉

∂ fs
∂λi

+ 〈 Ûφi〉
∂ fs
∂φi
=

1
G

∂

∂α0

[
G

(
Dα0α0

∂ fs
∂α0
+ Dα0E

∂ fs
∂E

)]
+

1
G

∂

∂E

[
G

(
DEE

∂ fs
∂E
+ DEα0

∂ fs
∂α0

)]
− νσsH 〈nH 〉 fs −

(
fs

0.5τb

)
losscone

(8)

where G = T(α0) sin 2α0(E + E0)
√

E(E + 2E0). fs = fs(t, λi, φi, M,K) is defined by225

the average of the distribution function between mirror points of a given field line. The226

magnetic latitude (λi) and local time (φi) are both defined at the ionospheric foot point of227

the geomagnetic field line. M is the relativistic magnetic moment, and K = J/
√

8m0M228

where J is the second adiabatic invariant. Particles motion is described by their drifts229

across field lines and calculated at ionospheric foot points. The rest energy is given by230

E0 and α0 represents the equatorial pitch angle. T(α0) is a function depending on α0 and231

the shape of the field line.232

The left hand side of equation 8 represents the drifts of the particle population,233

while the right hand side represents source and loss terms due to wave-particle interac-234

tions, charge exchange, and the loss cone. The drifts include the gradient-curvature drift,235

E × B drift from convection, as well as co-rotation. Note that the convection electric field236

is passed to CIMI from the SWMF and represents the electrodynamics coupling between237

the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. The effects of the inductive electric field due to238

a time-varying magnetic field are also taken into account implicitly in the model [Keller239

et al., 2005]. In this study, our main focus is on the ring current ions and thus we ignore240

VLF wave-particle interactions by setting wave diffusion coefficients in energy (DEE ),241

angle (Dα0α0 ), and mixed (Dα0E ) to zero. They are included here, however, for complete-242

ness as they are available in the model. The second to last terms on the right hand side of243

Equation 8 represents the charge exchange loss for ions where σsH is the charge exchange244

cross section for a species ‘s’ with hydrogen in the geocorona. The final term on the right245

hand side of Equation 8 represents the loss cone loss with a half bounce period lifetime.246

Critical to the the present study is the inclusion of a separate plasmasphere fluid in247

the multi-fluid BATS-R-US code. That fluid is filled entirely from the CIMI code based248
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on it’s embedded core plasmasphere model. That model solves an equation for the total249

plasmasphere ion content (N) per unit magnetic flux according the following equation:250

∂N
∂t
+ 〈 Ûλi〉

∂N
∂λi
+ 〈 Ûφi〉

∂N
∂φi
=

Fn + Fs

Bi
(9)

where FN and FS are empirical refilling rates for the northern and southern hemispheres.251

The plasmasphere model calculates plasmaspheric density distribution considering co-252

rotation, convection, daytime refilling, and night side diffusion [Fok et al., 2005]. These253

densities are then fed back to BATS-R-US to populate the plasmasphere fluid with two254

important assumptions. First, this type of plasmasphere model does not have informa-255

tion regarding the density distribution along the field line. We therefore make the simplest256

assumption that the average density is constant along the field line. Second, this type of257

plasmasphere model does not specify the plasmasphere temperature or pressure. We there-258

fore assume a temperature of 1eV and then hold the pressure fixed along the field line.259

These assumptions can be relaxed in the future as new plasmasphere representations be-260

come available in CIMI, but they suffice for the present study.261

3 Case Study: The 6-7 June 2013 Event262

In this paper we aim to illustrate the importance of three issues: (1) The relative263

importance of solar wind and ionospheric protons, (2) the impact of hemispheric asym-264

metry of outflow on magnetospheric composition, and (3) the impact of the plasmasphere265

on the global magnetospheric solution. To that end we apply our model described in the266

previous section, to the particular event of 6-7 June 2013. This is a modest event with a267

maximum Kp index of 6 and minimum Dst of -78 nT. The F10.7 value of 110 indicates268

that the solar EUV flux input is also modest, although there is a significant seasonal asym-269

metry in illumination. The solar wind conditions upstream of the magnetosphere are given270

in Figure 1. Our simulation time goes from just before the large southward Bz turning on271

6 June, and runs for approximately 1 day. In order to examine the effect of the plasma-272

sphere, we conduct this simulation both with a very full plasmasphere and without any273

plasmasphere. These two cases represent limiting scenarios that enable us to examine the274

maximum extent of plasmaspheric impacts on the system. In each case, we are able sep-275

arate the relative contribution of O+ as well as solar wind and ionospheric protons to the276

magnetosphere and into the ring current.277

We begin our analysis by examining the outflow solution during the storm. Figure279

2, shows a map of the outflow fluxes of O+ and H+ during the main phase of the event280

for both the northern and southern hemispheres. Each panel is a slice at a constant al-281

titude of 6,000km with the sun-ward direction towards the top of the plot. The location282

of the field-line foot-points in the simulation at this time are indicated by the white ‘+’283

symbols. The overall outflow flux for both H+ and O+ is stronger in the northern summer284

hemisphere and weaker in the southern winter hemisphere. However, the effect is more285

strongly seen in the O+ flux that exhibits a much stronger seasonal dependence. We find286

that the H+ flux is generally spread out over the sunlit high latitude region, which covers287

a larger portion of the northern hemisphere than the southern hemisphere. The O+ flux, in288

contrast, is organized more around the auroral zone and cusp. Additionally, there is a pro-289

nounced dawnward shift from noon of the O+ flux at this time. At later times in the event290

(not shown) the shift becomes less obvious or even disappears. As discussed by Redmon291

et al. [2012], observations indicate that a dawnward shift in the peak dayside O+ flux is292

expected during low activity periods, but the shift can disappear during active times.293

In terms of the overall fluxes we note that the values shown are reasonable as com-294

pared to observations. In Figure 2 we find the H+ fluxes to be on the order of 107 cm−2s−1
295

at 6,000 km. That value corresponds well with observed values of the polar wind. For in-296

stance, Hoffman and Dodson [1980] reported observations of polar wind fluxes from the297

Isis 2 satellite on the order of 108 cm−2s−1 at 1,400 km which corresponds to a flux of298
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Figure 1. Solar wind conditions during the 6-7 June 2013 event from the ACE satellite.278

about 2.5× 107 cm−2s−1 at 6,000 km. Similar values of 6.0× 107 cm−2s−1 at 5,000 km are299

reported by Huddleston et al. [2005] from Polar spacecraft observations. Therefore, our300

modeled H+ fluxes are on the same order, if somewhat less than observed levels. In con-301

trast, it is harder to estimate the reasonableness of the O+ fluxes which observations have302

shown to be highly variable and depend strongly on the energization. Indeed, observations303

from the Fast Auroral SnapshoT (FAST) satellite shows accelerated O+ fluxes anywhere304

between 105 cm−2s−1 and 109 cm−2s−1 at about 4,000 km [Zhao et al., 2020; Strangeway305

et al., 2005]. Our peak fluxes, on the order of 4.0 × 107 cm−2s−1, fall within the range of306

past observations, but no stronger claim can be made without more available data.307

It also is interesting to evaluate the role of asymmetry in the precipitation as a pos-308

sible contributor to the asymmetry in the outflow flux. We therefore include the precipitat-309

ing electron energy flux in each hemisphere in the bottom row of Figure 2. While there310

are modest differences in the precipitation patterns between the northern and southern311

hemispheres, the two precipitating distributions are qualitatively similar. Moreover, as312

the wave-particle interactions in the auroral region are applied in the model by evaluat-313

ing when the energy flux crosses a threshold of 1 erg/cm2/s (see Section 2.1) as indicated314

by the blue contour line, comparable wave-heating is specified in each hemisphere. As a315

result, we do not believe asymmetric auroral precipitation has a significant contribution to316

the hemispheric asymmetry of the outflow in our simulation.317

To make the outflow solution more quantitative, we calculate the net fluence, defined318

by the number of particles coming out of each hemisphere at each time in our simulations.319

To compute this value, we extract the solution each minute at 6,000 km that is near the320

top of the simulation domain. That extracted solution is on an unstructured grid defined321

by the field-line locations at each time. We interpolate the solution from the unstructured322
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Northern Hemisphere Southern Hemisphere

O+ 
Flux:

H+ 
Flux:

Noon

Midnight

DawnDusk

e- 
Energy
Flux:

Figure 2. The outflowing ion fluxes during the main phase of the storm illustrating the hemispheric asym-
metry of the outflow. The northern (left column) and southern (right column) hemispheres are shown for O+

(top row) and H+ (middle row). Note that the O+ flux in the southern hemsiphere has the peak of the color
bar reduced by approximately a factor of 5 to compensate for the much weaker outflow. The case without
plasmasphere is shown. The white ‘+’ symbols denote the location of the field-line foot points in the simula-
tion. The bottom row shows the electron precipitating energy flux at this time at an altitude of 110 km. The
blue contour corresponds to 1 erg/cm2/s. All latitudes in this figure are invariant latitudes.

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

grid onto a regular spherical grid and integrate the number flux times the area element to323

obtain fluence for O+ and H+ at each time.324

Figure 3 presents the net fluences of O+ and H+ particles coming out of each hemi-332

sphere for simulations with and without a plasmasphere included. Similar to the results333

shown in Figure 2, we see a strong seasonal asymmetry in the outflow solution with more334

H+ and O+ outflow in the northern summer hemisphere and less in the southern winter335

hemisphere. Additionally, the seasonal asymmetry is more pronounced for O+ than for336

H+. Figure 3, further demonstrates that the inclusion of a plasmasphere in the magne-337

tospheric solution suppresses the O+ outflow and changes the composition of the total338

outflow. Specifically, when a plasmasphere is included, the fluence O+ decreases and the339
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Figure 3. The integrated fluence of O+ (blue/cyan line) and H+ (red/pink line) particles coming out of the
northern (solid line) and southern (dotted line) hemispheres. The solution is shown both without (thick line)
and with (thin line) an included plasmasphere. We see stronger outflow in the northern summer hemisphere,
and that the inclusion of a plasmasphere suppresses the O+ outflow.

342

343

344

345

outflow composition contains a higher proportion of H+ and a lower proportion of O+.340

Possible reasons for this plasmaspheric impact will be discussed later.341

The hemispheric asymmetry seen in the outflow solution is manifest in the magne-346

tosphere. Figure 4 presents the evolution of magnetospheric composition with and without347

plasmasphere. Three time periods are shown, the storm main phase, the storm peak, and348

during the early recovery. Each panel of the figure shows y=0 GSM plane at a particular349

time with color contours representing the percentage of plasma contributed by each con-350

stituent species. These include ionospheric O+ and H+ as well as solar wind H+. Note351

that for this comparison we do not include the plasmasphere fluid in the percentage calcu-352

lation. We find that in both simulations the asymmetry in the outflow solution translates353

into asymmetric composition in the lobes. Specifically, we find that the northern lobe has354

a higher percentage of O+ than the southern lobe, and the southern lobe is mostly popu-355

lated by polar wind protons. Interestingly, composition asymmetry can at times persist all356

the way to the x-line in the tail, resulting in asymmetry in composition on either side of357

the x-line.358

The evolution of the magnetosphere from one whose plasma mostly comes from the363

solar wind to one whose plasma mostly comes from the ionosphere is also evident in Fig-364
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Without Plasmasphere With Plasmasphere

Figure 4. The evolution of the magnetospheric composition without plasmasphere (left column) and with
plasmasphere (right column). Each panel has three color contour plots in the y=0 GSM plane showing the
percentage of plasma from each source, excluding the plasmasphere fluid. Each panel also has a comparison
of the simulated Dst with observations with vertical dashed line indicating the time shown in the panel.

359

360

361

362
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Ring Current Pressure With Plasmasphere

Ring Current Pressure Without Plasmasphere

Figure 5. The ring current pressure near the peak of the storm for solar wind H+ (left), ionospheric H+, and
ionospheric O+. Results are shown without a plasmasphere included (top) and with a plasmasphere included
(bottom).

376

377

378

ure 4. Our simulation starts with only solar wind plasma, but during the main phase of365

the storm much of the solar wind is flushed out of the plasmasheet and is largely replaced366

with ionospheric H+ and O+. This change in composition is substantial, but not perma-367

nent. During the early recovery, additional solar wind H+ gets re-injected into the plas-368

masheet and solar wind protons begin to slowly reestablish their contribution to the plas-369

masheet. While the story is largely similar regardless of whether plasmasphere is included370

or not, there are some differences. For example, the solar wind protons get displaced more371

rapidly when the plasmasphere is included, and the calculated Dst index is much lower372

without the plasmasphere indicating a more intense ring current. Both effects are likely373

due to a reduction of efficiency in the solar wind - magnetosphere coupling when a plas-374

masphere is included which will be further discussed later in this section.375

Moving inward from the plasmasheet we shift our focus to the ring current solution.379

Figure 5 presents the ring current pressure from the CIMI model on the surface defined380

by the minimum of the magnetic field at a time near the storm peak. Pressure values are381

shown for solar wind and ionospheric protons as well as ionospheric O+. We find that382

the ring current pressure in each species is strongly reduced when the plasmasphere is383

included. In the case when no plasmasphere is included the O+ is the dominant contrib-384

utor to the pressure followed by the solar wind protons and then protons of ionospheric385

origin. Additionally, multiple ring current injections occur when examining a time series386

of simulation output (not shown). When including the plasmasphere, the ring current is387

less dynamic with fewer injections. Moreover, H+ of ionospheric origin is found to be the388

largest contributor to the ring current pressure at this time.389

To understand how different plasma sources contribute to the ring current over time,390

it is useful to examine the total ring current energy carried by each constituent. We do391

this by integrating over phase space at each time to obtain the total energy carried by solar392
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Without Plasmasphere With Plasmasphere

Figure 6. Total energy content in the ring current by species as a function of time when a plasmasphere is
not included (left) and when a plasmasphere is included (right).

406

407

wind H+, ionospheric H+, and ionospheric O+. That time series is presented in Figure 6.393

When the plasmasphere is not included, O+ carries most of the energy density from the394

peak of the storm until the end of the simulation. The solar wind and ionospheric H+ be-395

come roughly equal contributors to the ring current energy during this period. When the396

plasmasphere is included the overall energy in the ring current in sharply reduced. Dur-397

ing the peak of the storm the ionosphere briefly becomes the main contributor to the ring398

current plasma, but later in the simulation the solar wind and ionospheric contributions399

become roughly equal (summing ionospheric species together). Interestingly, if one were400

to assume that all protons came from the solar wind, as is often the case, then in both401

simulations the solar wind would be the dominant contributor to the ring current energy.402

However, by separating the solar wind and ionospheric protons into two populations it is403

clear that the ionosphere contributes a major portion of the ring current in both simula-404

tions for this fairly moderate event.405

Thus far in this section, we have found that the plasmasphere as we have modeled408

it can have a profound impact on the entire magnetosphere. Our hypothesis for this effect409

is that the initially very full plasmasphere forms a drainage plume during the storm main410

phase that then creates a region of very high density at the dayside magnetopause. Cold411

dense plasma near the reconnection site drives the dayside reconnection rate down as in-412

dicated by prior studies [Borovsky and Steinberg, 2006; Ouellette et al., 2016; Walsh et al.,413

2014]. As the reconnection rate is reduced, the effectiveness of the transfer of energy from414

the solar wind to the magnetosphere is also decreased. The reduction in the coupling ef-415

ficiency has a system wide effect. It reduces the outflow and changes the composition of416

the ionospheric plasma entering the magnetosphere, slows the convection in the magne-417

totail, reduces the build up of the ring current, and impacts magnetospheric composition.418

This is the first time such a system wide impact due to the plasmasphere has been demon-419

strated in either simulation or observations.420

To test our hypothesis we examine the location of the density increase at the day-421

side magnetopause relative to the reconnection separator line, and then the impact on so-422

lar wind - magnetosphere coupling. Figure 7 shows a three dimensional representation of423

the plasmasphere using isosurfaces of constant density. The figure also shows the open-424

closed field line boundary with the total mass density painted on the surface, and the mag-425
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Nulls

Nulls

Nulls

Open-Closed
Boundary

Separator

cm-3 cm-3

Figure 7. 3D representation of the plasmasphere plume (shown as isosurfaces), encountering the open-
closed field line boundary. Two perspectives are shown: top down and upstream of the magnetosphere. The
magnetic separator is indicated by the black dots, and the nulls by the colored dots. The time is 4 hours into
the simulation, or about 30 minutes after the initial plume arrival at the magnetopause.

435

436

437

438

netic separator extracted using the technique described in Glocer et al. [2016]. The den-426

sity on the dayside magnetopause is strongly enhanced in the vicinity of the separator, the427

line along which reconnection is occurring. We note that the density of the plume near428

the magnetopause, on the order of 10 cm−3, is reasonable compared with typical space-429

craft observations of plasmapsheric drainage plumes [e.g., Walsh et al., 2013; Lee and An-430

gelopoulos, 2014; Lee et al., 2016]. It is also interesting to note that the separator exhibits431

a twist at the location that the plume encounters the magnetopause. The enhanced den-432

sity at the separator is expected to reduce the reconnection rate and the convection in the433

magnetosphere.434

Evidence of the reduced coupling of the solar wind energy into the magnetosphere439

is found when looking at the cross polar cap potential. Figure 8 compares the cross po-440

lar cap potential in the northern hemisphere for cases without and with a plasmasphere441

included. The approximate arrival time of the plume at the magnetopause is indicated by442

the vertical dashed line in the plot. Prior to the plume arrival at the magnetopause the two443

simulations are remarkably similar. However, after the plume arrival, the two solutions444

begin to diverge significantly. The simulation with a plasmasphere exhibits a lower cross445

polar cap potential than the simulation without a plasmasphere. The reduced polar cap446

potential is indicative of reduced energy input to the magnetosphere, which is likely the447

cuase of the reduced convection and other systematic changes seen in our simulations.448

4 Comparison with Van Allen Probe Data452

In the prior section we found a number of interesting features in the simulation in453

terms of the relative contribution of different sources of plasma, the role of hemispheric454

asymmetry of outflow, and the system-wide impact of including the plasmasphere. How-455

ever, the only data-model comparison included thus far has been with the Dst index, which456

is a good overall measure of ring current intensity, but lacks composition information.457

Fortunately, Van Allen Probe (RBSP) data of ion composition from the HOPE instrument458

is available from the peak of the storm onward. While perfectly fitting the observations is459

not an objective of this study, comparison with the observations can yield some guidance460

on the overall reasonableness of the simulations.461
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Figure 8. The temporal evolution of the cross polar cap potential (CPCP) in the northern hemisphere
without (blue) and with (orange) a plasmasphere included. Note that the plume arrives at the magnetopause
approximately 3.5 hours into the simulation.

449

450

451

With Plasmasphere Without Plasmasphere

SW H+ SW H+

Iono H+ Iono H+

Iono H+

SW H+
+

Iono H+

SW H+
+

RBSP B
Total H+

RBSP B
Total H+

Figure 9. Comparison of simulated and observed H+ ion spectra along the RBSP B satellite trajectory
starting on 6 June and ending on 7 June. The orbit is shown in the top panel, the first and second row of spec-
tra represent the simulated solar wind and ionospheric H+ respectively. The third row of spectra presents the
total solar wind and ionospheric H+. The total observed H+ is shown on the bottom. The simulation with
plasmasphere is on the left and the simulation without plasmasphere is on the right.
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465
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With Plasmasphere Without Plasmasphere

Figure 10. Comparison of simulated and observed O+ ion spectra along the RBSP B satellite trajectory
starting on 6 June and ending on 7 June. The orbit is shown in the top panel, the top spectra represent the
ionospheric O+. The observed O+ is shown on the bottom. The simulation with plasmasphere is on the left
and the simulation without plasmasphere is on the right.

495

496

497

498

Figure 9 presents the comparison of the simulated and observed proton spectra along467

the RBSP B satellite trajectory. As RBSP A and B are in very similar orbits at this time,468

we only present the comparison with one satellite and simply note that similar results are469

found for each satellite. We extract synthetic spectra of solar wind and ionospheric H+470

from the CIMI portion of the coupled model using the technique described in Glocer et al.471

[2013]. Those results are compared with the observed proton spectra from HOPE, which472

necessarily represents the total proton solution from every source. From the comparison473

of the simulated and observed spectra, we note the following. First, we find that at the474

peak of the storm protons of ionospheric origin are able to account for much of the ob-475

served protons in the HOPE energy range. But towards the end of the simulation both476

ionospheric and solar wind proton sources become important again. Second, the overall477

intensity of the observed and simulated spectra are comparable and some similarity of fea-478

tures is evident indicating a qualitative agreement. Moreover, summing up the solar wind479

and ionospheric protons gives a better qualitative comparison to the observations indicat-480

ing that both sources of protons are required to adequately understand protons in the ring481

current. Finally, we note that the simulation with plasmasphere has protons of ionospheric482

origin playing a somewhat more prominent role as compared to the simulation without a483

plasmasphere included. This is consistent with our analysis of the ring current energy in484

the previous section that found ionospheric H+ carries more ring current pressure in the485

simulation when a plasmasphere is included.486

Figure 10 presents the comparison of the simulated and observed O+ spectra along487

the RBSP B satellite trajectory. Again the overall intensity of the simulated and observed488

spectra are similar as are some of the features indicating a qualitative agreement. We note489

that when the plasmasphere is included there appears to be more O+ in the simulated490

HOPE energy range as the simulation without a plasmasphere has a hotter population491

shifting part of the flux to higher energies. Additionally, the simulation with a plasmas-492

phere appears smoother near the peak of the storm (3-7UT) than the case without a plas-493

masphere, consistent with this simulation showing fewer O+ injections.494
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Clearly there is a strong difference seen when including a plasmasphere, but it is499

important to note that we are focusing on two limiting cases: no plasmasphere and very500

full plasmasphere. No attempt was made to initialize with the observed values. Instead we501

use these limiting cases to establish the impact the plasmasphere may have on the system.502

Comparison of the simulated plasmasphere with the observed total electron density from503

EMFISIS (not shown), indicates reasonable agreement inside of the plasmapause but that504

the simulated plasmapause extends further out than is observed. This is entirely due to the505

initial condition and is intentional.506

5 Discussion and Conclusions507

In this study we focused on three issues: the relative contribution of ionospheric and508

solar wind protons during a storm, the hemispheric asymmetry of outflow and its conse-509

quences for the magnetosphere, and the system-wide impact of the plasmasphere. To en-510

able this study we use the SWMF to couple models of ionospheric outflow (PWOM), the511

global magnetosphere (BATS-R-US), the ionosphere electrodynamics, and an embedded512

inner magnetosphere model (CIMI) as described by Glocer et al. [2018] with some key513

improvements including the option of including a plasmasphere model. For the remainder514

of this section we will summarize and discuss the modeling advancements and scientific515

findings of our study.516

The key modeling enhancements we introduce relative to the model described in517

Glocer et al. [2018] include adding the ability to separately track ionospheric and solar518

wind protons in the magnetosphere (building on recent work), including separate outflow519

representations for each hemisphere, and including a separate cold plasmasphere fluid in520

the magnetosphere. While new to our modeling studies, the first two features are present521

to some degree in previous studies. For instance, separation of solar wind and ionospheric522

protons was included in the test particle modes like Moore et al. [2005], but without a523

first principles model of ion outflow. The separation of proton sources is also included in524

the fluid model of [Varney et al., 2016], but without separate northern and southern hemi-525

sphere ion outflow solutions. Similarly, hemispheric asymmetries of outflow are examined526

in the first principles outflow model of Schunk and Sojka [1997], but no coupling of the527

outflow into the magnetosphere is included. The present model, represents a tangible step528

forward in that it includes a first principles model of ionospheric outflow coupled to the529

magnetosphere, with hemispheric asymmetry, and separate fluids for the solar wind and530

ionospheric protons.531

Including cold plasmasphere and hot ring current populations simultaneously in a532

global magnetosphere model is likewise a significant advance. When a typical single fluid533

global magnetosphere model is coupled to an inner magnetosphere model [e.g., De Zeeuw534

et al., 2004; Glocer et al., 2013; Meng et al., 2013] a choice typically has to be made as535

to whether to represent the plasmasphere which carries the majority of the density or the536

ring current which carries the pressure. This is because the distribution function underpin-537

ning a typical single fluid MHD model cannot simultaneously represent the cold and hot538

populations simultaneously. The advent of multi-fluid magnetospheric models, however,539

make it possible to couple the hot and cold populations to separate fluids. Nevertheless,540

until now multi-fluid codes have either included a plasmasphere without a ring current541

model [e.g., Zhang et al., 2016; Ouellette et al., 2016], or a ring current without a plasma-542

sphere [Glocer et al., 2018]. In the present work we allow an inner magnetosphere model,543

CIMI, to advance the ring current and plasmasphere solutions in the inner magnetosphere544

while fully coupled to the multi-fluid BATS-R-US magnetosphere model. In this way a545

multi-component hot ring current and cold plasmasphere can be included simultaneously546

in the global magnetosphere for the first time.547

When the modeling advances described above were applied to the geomagnetic548

storm of 6-7 June 2013, we found that ionospheric protons play a major role in populating549
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Figure 11. In this figure we are showing “particles” following the ionospheric H+ fluid velocity near 5UT.
The particles are lauched above the MHD inner boundary and flow back to the tail where they are brought
earthward by the cross tail convection electric field. The particles are colored by the the ionospheric H+ tem-
perature showing how the initially cold ionospheric pooulation is acceleated to plasmasheet and warm plasma
cloak temperatures.

563

564

565

566

567

the magnetosphere. During the storm main phase and peak, protons of ionospheric ori-550

gin make up a major portion of the plasmasheet, displacing much of the solar wind proton551

contribution. Similarly, ionospheric protons comprise a significant portion of the ring cur-552

rent pressure during this time. Later in the simulation, solar wind protons start to build553

up again in the plasmasheet and ring current due to new injections from the tail. Just how554

much the ionospheric protons contribute to the ring current and plasmasheet depends on555

the simulation (with or with plasmasphere), but in either case their contribution cannot be556

ignored. These results are consistent with the past work of Huddleston et al. [2005] who557

combined estimates of the polar wind proton fluxes with particle tracing in empirical mag-558

netic fields. They demonstrated that initially cold outflow can get energized in the magne-559

totail and be a major contributor to the plasmasheet and ring current. Indeed, we similarly560

have cold outflow that gets energized in the magnetosphere to build the plasmasheet and561

ring current.562

It is particularly important to note that ionospheric protons supply cold protons to568

the magnetosphere that do not remain cold. It is commonly assumed that ionospheric pro-569

tons do not make up a significant portion of the plasmasheet or ring current because they570

are simply at too low an energy. However, O+ that comes out at similarly cold tempera-571

tures, is observed to be accelerated to tens of keV in the ring current and is also observed572

to be heated in other parts of the magneotsphere. There is no reason that ionospheric H+573

cannot be similarly accelerated. Moreover, the polar wind is constantly supplying protons574

directly to the magnetosphere, unlike the solar wind protons that have to enter through re-575

connection or or other magnetopause interactions. It should therefore be the expectation,576

rather than the exception, that ionospheric protons are significant contributors to warm and577

hot populations in the magnetosphere.578

As an illustration of this last point, in Figure 11 we demonstrate the heating that an579

initially cold ionospheric H+ particle can undergo in the magnetosphere. In this figure, we580
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follow “particles” moving along with the ionospheric H+ fluid velocity near 5UT launched581

from a location above the dayside MHD inner boundary. These are not true particles as582

they follow the bulk fluid velocity, but can be rather thought of as corks dropped in the583

river and picked up by the current. The surface of each particle is painted with a color in-584

dicating the ionospheric H+ temperature thus illustrating how the temperature changes as585

parcel of plasma travels through the magnetosphere. We find that ionospheric H+ at the586

start of the trace near the inner boundary is around 10 eV. As you follow the path of par-587

ticles out into the lobes to the magnetotail, the temperature grows to nearly 100 eV. When588

the ionospheric H+ hits the tail and starts to convect inward due to the cross tail electric589

field the temperature rapidly increases to 1-2 keV and then to 4-7 keV. Note that the tran-590

sition from 100eV to 1-2keV is very fast once the plasma feels the cross tail electric field,591

and happens within a few Earth radii. The now heated ionospheric H+ contributes to the592

formation of the plasmasheet and warm plasma cloak [Chappell et al., 2008]. Only one593

trajectory is analyzed here to illustrate the point, but other trajectories tell a similar story.594

These results corroborate the picture put forward by Huddleston et al. [2005] who followed595

similar trajectories illustrating how cold ionospheric H+ is heated.596

In our simulations we also found significant hemispheric asymmetry of outflow with597

important consequences for magnetospheric composition. In particular, we found that the598

outflow was stronger in the northern summer hemisphere and weaker in the southern win-599

ter hemisphere. We also found that the O+ exhibited a much stronger seasonal variation600

than H+. This result is qualitatively consistent with the observed seasonal asymmetry in601

a study using Polar data [Lennartsson et al., 2004]. Asymmetric outflow is further found602

to fill the magnetospheric lobes asymmetrically with the northern lobe receiving more603

ionospheric plasma with a higher proportion of O+ and the southern lobe receiving less604

ionospheric plasma with a higher proportion of H+. Although not studied here, we expect605

this asymmetric lobe filling to have consequences for reconnection in the tail. For exam-606

ple, asymmetries in outflow are suggested to result in flapping of the magnetotail [Barakat607

et al., 2015]. Beyond this, we speculate that asymmetric lobe filling can be expected to608

create asymmetric O+ density conditions near the nightside reconnection site. Recent work609

by Kolstøet al. [2020] using PIC simulations indicate that such conditions can cause asym-610

metries in the diffusion region and motion of the reconnection site.611

The final focus of our simulation was on the potential consequences of the plasma-612

sphere on the broader geospace system. We found that when the plasmasphere encounters613

the dayside magnetopause, the global reconnection rate decreases as indicated by the cross614

polar cap potential. This is consistent with expectations from prior studies [Borovsky and615

Steinberg, 2006; Ouellette et al., 2016; Walsh et al., 2014]. Beyond these past studies, we616

were able to demonstrate a system-wide impact as the diminished reconnection rate re-617

duced the effectiveness of the solar wind - magnetosphere coupling. This resulted in re-618

duced outflow leaving the ionosphere, a different composition of outflow leaving the iono-619

sphere, changes in the plasma sheet composition, and changes in the ring current intensity620

and composition. These changes are found to begin shortly after the plume’s arrival at the621

magnetopause where it raises the density near the reconnection separator and, interest-622

ingly, causes the separator to twist locally. The timing of these system level impacts is an623

interesting topic worthy of future investigation. For now, we only note that the earliest ef-624

fect in the reduction of the O+ fluence occurs about 30 minutes after the plume arrival at625

the magnetopause and becomes sustained after about 2.5 hours. It is important to note that626

the plasmasphere, which is extremely cold and by itself carries very little energy density,627

can cause broad changes to the magnetosphere including the relative supply of plasma and628

the intensity of the warm and hot constituents. This result implies that the preconditioning629

of the plasmasphere may be important for storm strength and progression. To our knowl-630

edge, this is the first time such a far reaching system-wide impact of the plasmasphere has631

been demonstrated in either data or simulations.632
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In conclusion, our simulations indicate that the ionosphere cannot be neglected as633

a source of plasma when trying to understand geomagnetic storms. This is true for high634

latitude outflow as well as low latitude outflow that forms the plasmasphere. Additionally,635

it is improper to assume that all protons in the magnetosphere come from the solar wind.636

Our study, however, is only for one fairly modest geomagnetic event and future work is637

required to understand how well these conclusions hold for storms of different intensity638

and with different solar ionizing flux.639
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